Summer 2009

Summer heat edition
Included in this issue:
Directors Chat – the latest
from John, Dik and Keith
Roundup of all the rides

Members stories – including
trips abroad and buying bikes!
A little rabbit with Czes & Dave

Weekends Away – Chapter
members check the state of
the Entente Cordiale!

A Virtuous
Circle
It’s just 9 months since we were
adopted by our new dealership and
we became the Hogsback Chapter
UK.

enthusiasm and dedication of the
Chapter Officers. And the result
has been a continued, highly active
ride and event programme, which is
second to none, and which is
leading to a tripling of the
membership by the end of the year.
There are now around 350 of us, a
number that increases almost every
day.
The ride programme and its support
by our thoroughly competent Road
Crew will always be at the heart of
the Chapter.

Over that time, our relationship with
the dealership has gone from
strength to strength. From the
Directors down, the Lind Group has
shown a strong commitment to
H.O.G. in general and its Chapters
in particular.
Owner Graham Dacre’s address at
the Grand Opening included an
invitation to help him celebrate his
birthday at his Marina in Norwich.
As a result, Carl is leading nearly 50
Hogsback members on the Iceni
Invasion ride in late July to do just
that.
Russ Dacre fully supported John
Tenner’s proposal that the
dealership pay for Hogsback’s
Assistant Directors to accompany
John to HEAT in Germany. HEAT
is a huge H.O.G. event attended by
Chapter Officers from all over
Europe, Africa and the Middle East
and provides a major opportunity to
share best practice in running a
Chapter.
Since September, Guildford HarleyDavidson has not only provided us
with all the cash support we asked
for, but has fully entrusted us – the
Chapter - to administer what they
have given us ourselves.
In turn, this atmosphere of mutual
trust has facilitated the continued

H.E.A.T
Fulda, Germany 24 – 25 April 2009

What is H.E.A.T.?
H.E.A.T. is H.O.G Enthusiast
Adventure Training, an invitation to
meet other riders and H-D
enthusiasts from all around the
world, to get the hottest ideas, gain
insight and information on how
riders get the most out of the
H.O.G.® riding experience, to share
ideas and create more adventure.

But there are other reasons why we
attract new members.
People are directed to us by the
dealership whenever a sale is made
(which is quite often!); people seek
us out because they think
(correctly!) that the name is pretty
cool; people feel comfortable joining
an authorised H.O.G. Chapter
because they can trust the way it is
run and what it’s all about.
Whatever the reason people join
Hogsback Chapter, when they do,
they become part of a virtuous
circle – and start smiling even more
than they did before. Which, of
course, helps even more.

So smile on – and ride safe!
Dik Gregory
Assistant Director

Laid bare was the roadmap for
H.E.A.T, which focused on what
H.O.G.® is all about: the ride,
having fun and getting out more
often. It was an opportunity for Dik
Gregory (AD), Keith Dorling (AD+T)
and me (DP+CD) to connect with
other Chapters in an informal yet
informative atmosphere, with
Chapter – focused discussions,
seminars and courses.

Beer and wine were, apparently,
available.
Black Leather was much in
attendance, I was the ONLY person
there not wearing a leather vest!
This meeting was the opportunity
for an international forum to share
thoughts, discuss common issues
and provide each other with thought
- provoking ideas and solutions that
we may otherwise not have
considered.
Beer and wine aided this process …
allegedly!

2009 WOW!!!
The 2009 Events Programme is
well and truly at full throttle.
Things are really starting to hot up
with the events coming thick and
fast.
Since Guildford Harley-Davidson’s
highly successful open day, we
have had 3 new members rides, 3
long weekend breaks, and 3 new
members of the Road Crew and we
are not even half way through the
year (well only just!!!)

Six tactile Norwegian Ladies,
‘Ladies of Harley’ all, crowded with
us into a small lift, was certainly
thought provoking.

Overall, there was a really friendly,
cosmopolitan atmosphere, with, I’m
told, beer and wine available.
Amongst the nationalities
represented, there were riders from
Sweden (short riding season),
Finland (quiet), South Africa (lively)
Italy (pretty – and you should have
seen the women!), Saudi Arabia
(they have problems with sand
storms) and many, many more –
not forgetting Germany (who were
the loudest!!).
H.O.G.® H.E.A.T 21-23 May 2010,
Fulda, Germany.
Must save up for a leather vest...
wonder if we’ll find the beer and
wine next year???
John Tenner
Dealership Principal &
Chapter Director

long contact Sharon Aiton now!!!
There are plenty of ways you can
find out what’s happening, as usual
via the website
www.hogsbackchapteruk.org ,
the Eshot (which is now being put
on the notice board in the HOG
area of the Dealership), and don’t
forget the
Hogline 0845 0941171
(calls charged at local rate)
With up to date info and last minute
changes for the coming weekend,
there is no excuse for not knowing
what’s happening.
If your unsure of what to expect
when you turn up for a ride out just
look at the log or the photo’s from
previous weeks or even previous
years, you will soon see what it’s all
about and how easy it is to join in.

The new members’ rides have gone
down extremely well. They have
been on Saturday mornings and are
a good way of seeing what it’s all
about in a relaxed and informal
environment.
There is a very informative briefing
and then the theory is put into
practice and as these rides show,
practice makes perfect!!

And for the first time in nearly 10
years we didn’t get wet in Bruges!!
So we must be on a roll.
So as the slogan from the seventies
said

We will definitely be doing more of
these in the future!!
There is still plenty to come, but be
quick!!! Most of the weekend trips
are now full or nearly full.
If you can’t do the whole weekend
we have lots of Saturday and
Sunday rides which you can do
either / or, or both it’s up to you.
Bisley, SOFER one of our biggest
events of the year looks like being a
sell out, with record ticket sales
there may well only be a few on the
gate if any, so if you’ve not got
yours and you are planning on
going, act fast - don’t leave it too

Let the good times roll!!!!
See you on the road.
Keith Dorling
Assistant Director & Treasurer

SOFER ’09
Hogsback Chapter at

exclusive

Rally Guide
for

Hogsback
Chapter
Members

What YOU need
to know to get the
best out of the
Bisley Rally!

ALL YOUR BISLEY RALLY QUESTIONS ANSWERED!
Well, the important ones anyway...
Where can I get tickets?

Where will I find Hogsback Chapter?

Either get a cheque for £27.50 per ticket to

We plan to be camping in the area shown in

Sharon, or buy online at www.sofer.uk.com up

the map on this page - same as last year. This

to 3/8. Selling fast though! Tickets not needed

area will be Chapter HQ for the entire rally -

for accompanied children under 16.

look for the flags!

What do I get for my money?

I’m not camping - are there hotel rooms?

Ticket price includes all bands and attractions

Yes, but it won’t be so much fun! We are

and two nights camping. Pre-paid ticket

holding a few nearby hotel rooms, They are

holders will receive a rally goodies bag. Rally

available on a first come first served basis, so

T-shirts will be available for purchase on site

see Sharon asap. Shuttle buses are laid on.

at additional cost. Get them early - and

What’s happening Thursday Club Night?

cheaper! - at Hogsback Chapter Club Nights.

Club Night will be on Thu 6/8 at our camp

Can I buy tickets on the Gate?

area. So if you aren’t camping, or even if

Maybe. There are a max of 2,000 tickets. Any

you’re not coming to the Rally itself, come

unsold will be available on the Gate at £35 for

over to Bisley anyway. You don’t need tickets

the weekend or £20 on Saturday. But tickets

until Friday. PLUS Hogsback Chapter is

are going fast - the only way to be sure is to

hosting entertainment at the Pavilion at 9pm.

buy them now at £27.50.

Is Hogsback having a party?

I’m camping - when should I arrive?

You betcha - for the whole weekend! Come to

Bring your gear as early as possible on Fri

our Chapter HQ for a cold beer or coke

7/8. Check in at Arrivals and we will help you

through the whole Rally. Don’t forget to toss a

choose a pitch near the Chapter. We can’t

coin or two into the charity bucket! On Sat

reserve pitches. If you have volunteered as

around 6pm (after the Chapter Challenge)

Rally Crew, you can set up on Thu so you can

come along to Norm & Dave’s Hogsback

help with Arrivals early on Fri.

Chapter BBQ for a truly amazing feast!

SOFER Rally site at Bisley
Showing location of Hogsback Chapter, next to
the Arrivals Station.
Map thanks to Google Maps

www.hogsbackchapteruk.org

CHILL = COOL!

What’s happening Friday?

What’s the Chapter Challenge?

Ride your bike asap through Arrivals and get

A lot of fun! Hogsback Chapter is hoping to do

banded up. This is when you need your ticket.

really well this year against the other Chapters,

Unbanded people and bikes will not be

- we came within a hair of second place last

allowed to remain on site. Wander over to

year! But we need Chapter Members - YOU! -

Registration (opposite the Pavilion) and get

to enter. The Poker Run is part of it with points

your Rally Pack. Then it’s chill time! Get

(and cash!) for the best hands, and we already

oriented. Visit the Trader Area. Pop into our

have our Shooting Team. We need people for

own dealership stand. Ride a Demo Harley.

the following field games from 3pm on Sat:

Enjoy the afternoon bands. Eat at any of the

Motorcycling field games

many food outlets. Hang out at our Chapter

• Slow ride
• HOG sticking

HQ and have a beer. Vera’s LOH Mamma Mia
Ride leaves in the early evening. Check out
the evening bands in the Pavilion. Enjoy the
sounds and sights of 2,000 bikers having fun!

What’s happening Saturday?

• Bike wash
Inflatables(!) field games
• Human Demolition Zone
• Rodeo Bull

the big ride-outs run by 1066 and Thames

• Bungee Run
• Assault course

Valley. There will be 100+ bikes on each, so

We are depending on you! There is honour to

you will need to pre-book in Registration (see

be won! Huge cups too, for the Chapter

map over page). Or better still, enter

cabinet in the dealership! Sign up with Carl at

Hogsback’s Poker Run - pick up a form from

the Chapter camp area from Thur - the more

Steve or Catherine. You could win £100 cash

that enter, the better we’ll do!

for yourself AND win us valuable Chapter

How can I help?

Challenge points! Enter your bike in the Ride-

First, by volunteering as Rally Crew - see

in Bike Show. Gasp at the Wall of Death. Enter

panel on this page. Second, by entering the

the Chapter Challenge - see Carl. Come

Chapter Challenge on Saturday via the Poker

along to the unmissable Norm & Dave’s BBQ

Run and field games. Most importantly ...

at 6pm. Enjoy more great bands throughout

...Be there!

the day and evening. And don’t miss the

The main thing though, is to be there. So

massive fireworks display at the end!

make sure of your tickets today!

As for Friday! Plus you could also join one of

Rally Crew volunteers needed
Volunteering as Rally Crew not
only helps the Chapter do our
bit. It also makes you feel much
more part of it and have even
more fun. And you earn a
special pin! We need people to
assist in the Poker Run and
Bike Banding at the Arrivals
station. Please contact Dik
Gregory or send email to
rally@hogsbackchapteruk.org

“Buy your
rally tickets
from me
NOW!”

Pioneer Run
Sunday 22nd March

bike's, took me nearly 30mins to
round up everyone up, we set off
again and rode to Henfold then
over Devil's Dyke to Brighton.
Packed is not the word.

The was a superb opportunity for
members new and old to get to
know each other ahead of a much
anticipated riding season.

Parked up the bikes where we
could, and walked down the front
to where all the old vintage bikes
were parked. Dinner at our fish
and chip shop, soak up the
atmosphere of a great day, then
back on the bike for the ride home.
Ride leader Norman Mann
Always a problem with this early in
the season ride as it is normally
raining cats and dogs or 3in of
frost, but not this year. We woke
up to find the sun shining and a
beautiful day was to follow. Went
out to the garage to find the hog
waiting for it's first ride of the
season, standing there all
gleaming from the wash and polish
that it had the day before.
One push of the button was all that
was needed to hear the old girl
come to life, garage door was
opened, first gear selected and out
in the early morning sun we drove,
First stop was to refuel then on to
Rykas car park.
When we arrived at Rykas’ car
park we were surprised just how
many people had turned out for
the ride, hand shakes and kisses
all round (I love the kisses bit)
quick talk drop off etc etc, back on
the bike and off to GH-D there we
found a few more to make about
35 - 40 bikes, another little talk and
then off to Brighton, found our way
through Godalming on to the A283
to Petworth once there we turn left
onto the A272 to Billinghurst, this
is such a great ride for a bike,
once at Billinghurst on to Cowfold
for our second stop, a small cafe
for tea and breakfast.
To get into the car park was a real
problem because of the large
amount of bikers that had turned
up at the cafe and trying to find
some where for Dik to leave his
new bike was a real headache, I
can't remember a time when I
have seen this cafe so full of

Norman Mann

SOS Club
Night Special
Saturday 4th April

Organisers: Sharon Aiton &
Howard Bolton
This is the kind of chilled event for
which Hogsback Chapter has a
well-deserved reputation.
Chapter members piled in for fried
chicken in a basket, some great
music from the multi-talented Neil
Mack and a fine evening of
laughter and chat.

Chapter thanks for a fantastic
evening go to the organisers
Howard, Sharon and Andy.
Also special mentions to Roger
and Tracy for organising the raffle,
which raised nearly £200 for our
Chapter Charities, and to the
dealership for their generous
donation of the raffle prizes.

Howard Bolton

1066 Chapter
Convergence Ride
Sunday 5th April

Ride Leader Dik Gregory
A great idea for getting to know
our fellow Chapters, this was the
first of five planned convergence
rides in 2009, each organised by
one of the five Bisley Chapters.

In April it was the turn of 1066.
Nice ride through the lanes to
Pease Pottage for the
convergence, then a superb ride
through the Sussex Weald to the
Kings Head in North Chailey.

Mass ride was well recced and
managed by 1066, though perhaps
a little long, given the ride to the
convergence point by many of the
riders.

St Roger's Easter
Egg Charity Run
Sunday 12th April

Ride Leader Roger Bonnici
On Sunday we had 15 saintly
people on 12 bikes meet at Rykas
for the Easter Egg Run to two
nursing homes in the Dorking
area. Westcott Nursing home and
Rosehill Nursing home were the
chosen ones.

Our turn is in September - and we
are planning a corker!

We will be organising a 3 card
Brag Ride on Sun 6 Sep, ending
up for a BBQ lunch
at the Bookham Grange.

move on to Rosehill Nursing
home, who also put on a spread of
tea, coffee and cakes too. At this
rate, who would want lunch?!

Unfortunately, it was a grey, wet
and miserable misty day and the
'scenic' route taken via Effingham,
Shere, Gomshall and finally
Westcott was hampered by very
low visibility. However, Westcott
Nursing Home proprietor, Julie, set
up tea, coffee, hot chocolate and
nibbles that soon put a smile on
our faces and, of course, the
residents.

Forty minutes of chatter with the
residents there and the obligatory
photo session afterwards, it was
time to head for the Watermill,
Chef & Brewer in Dorking for a
well earned lunch.

After a very tasty lunch, the
weather began to brighten up and
we parted company, feeling rather
good that we had passed on a little
cheer to those not so fortunate.
Roger Bonnici

Past & Present
(Ace Café & m/c Museum)

Sunday 19th April

There will be an iPod for the
winning hand, presented after
lunch, and all proceeds to our
Chapter Charities.
So we are hoping for a nice day
and a big turn-out from all five
Chapters! Put it in your diary now.
Dik Gregory

After thirty minutes of well wishing
to the residents and passing round
of Easter eggs, it was time to

Ride Leader Gary Morss

Slough.

Gary led loads of bikes on a glorious
Sunday and made for the London
Motorcycle Museum for a gander at
our glorious past and a hog roast
special.

due to the coincidence of “The
Chocolate Soldier”, “The Cider
Rally” and St.Tropez HOG Rally,
we still managed to muster up 11
bikes and 12 people to ride and
meet up with the other Bisley
chapters at the M4 Reading
Services.

Then over 50 Harleys set off
together from Newlands Corner
making our way along the A25
towards Westerham. Nice to see
several new Hogsback riders
among the group, each carefully
looked after to ensure they got the
full enjoyment and feeling of riding
and being part of a group.

Some really great and interesting
bikes on show

Steve Cork headed up the ride
after giving a comprehensive
briefing, ensuring that our new
riders were fully aware of group
riding principles. A double helping
of Daves at the rear and Roger
Ferris, on his own initiative,
working as a “roving marshal”
marking the most difficult
intersections and ensuring the ride
stayed together.

Live music along with good food
where waiting for us at the George
& Dragon. Oh and a few sports
type vehicles on display, in
fantastic condition.
What a great day!

Hunting the Dragon
Sunday 26th April

Parking was tight - 9 is the new 3
in 'point- turning'! A great
atmosphere with new friends made
from both Chapters.
Carl Christensen

TV Chapter
Convergence ride

Two re-grouping points were
st
established the 1 being the Shell
petrol station before negotiating
the tricky right turn into the A322
Worplesdon road.
nd

The 2 being just before we got to
the A329 prior to joining the A329
(M) at Bracknell.

Sunday 3rd May
Ride Leader Carl Christensen
After a damp start the skies
cleared and 25 Harleys arrived at
GHD for the joint ride-out with TV
Chapter, then a short ride to
Newlands Corner for a quick
coffee and bacon roll whilst we
waited for the boys and girls from

Ride Leader Steve Cork
Although numbers were depleted

The ride stayed intact and we
pulled into the rendezvous point
followed shortly after by Thames
Valley HOG and then members
from Oxford, Invicta and 1066

chapters.

After a long walk along the
quayside and quietly watching the
boats going about their business I
mustered the troops for ride back
to the motherland.

A brief chance for some
refreshment and then off again for
a very nice ride through some
lovely country lanes to the
Hatchgate pub in Bramshill, near
Hook.
I counted about 65 bikes but
unfortunately our two newbies
Jason and Sarah stopped
somewhere along the way, for fuel
I think and never made it to the
pub.

Some had deserted earlier but the
hard-core, 6 of us, retreated
gracefully.
Armed with my Tin hat a good
supply of sand bags and a full
crew of 21 Harleys, we all bravely
made our way through the Surrey
and Hants countryside. Avoiding
large open spaces, using stealth
was paramount, so as not to alert
the town’s folk of our imminent
arrival.
Luckily most of the locals were
wearing black as we arrived so we
blended in easily.

The pub afforded us a warm
welcome and a few of us settled
down to a very nice BBQ lunch.
Others, making their way back to
various other commitments.
Dave Knight

Hauling up
the Spinnaker

We pulled into the car park so
quietly, that did not see us, so we
never got charged, (even if was
free in the first place).

It was Roger Bonnici who talked
me into leading this Wild Ride
down to Portsmouth. After all
Portsmouth has a name for its self,
one being Football and the other
the Royal Navy.

Carl Christensen

Not So Secret
Bunker
Sunday 17th May

Ascending up to the street level we
all had a shock everybody was
normal, the shops, and the
restaurants even the Sea Water
was wet and shiny.
What a fantastic place we all
agreed: happy, vibrant and
inviting.

Sunday 10th May

Ride Leader Carl Christensen

Portsmouth was a fantastic place
to visit and would advise anyone
who missed this year to make sure
they do so next year with help of
Roger Bonnici

First port of call (sorry for the pun)
was the Spinnaker Tower. No
queue and a large discount of 50p
each for group bookings off the full
price (except for 2 who got O.A.P.s
rates, half price)

Ride Leader Gary Morss
The morning was reasonable
when we set off from Godstone
Green although there was an
ominously dark cloud forming in
the direction we were going.
Sure enough, no sooner had we
hit the A25 than the rain started to
bucket down! We had arranged to
meet Keith and Wendy at the
services just past the Dartford
tunnel so we soldiered on and
eventually 10 very soggy bikes
and riders met him at the service
station.

After half hour of eye straining
from the top of the tower and
countless steps to different levels
we all disbursed to find food and
shelter.
The ladies were in heaven with all
the shops, which were all very
busy.

One would have thought that
common sense would have told us
all to turn back at this point, but no,

the intrepid crew rode on and we
arrived at the Secret Bunker
absolutely dripping, much to the
amusement of other visitors.

Lovely clear run on the way back.

We immediately all piled into the
cafeteria and had warming hot
chocolate and lunch, and those
who had not been there before
had a look around the bunker and
agreed it was well worth the ride.

The ride back was different again;
the sun shone; the birds sang and
it was a thoroughly enjoyable ride
through some lovely countryside
and by the time we got home we
had all dried out.
Christine Morss

Corfe Castle
Cruise

My first initial lead was going to be
to the Ace Café, which I could get
there blind folded. (Not good
when riding but you know what I
mean!).

It was such a nice day that Yeovilbased members Linda and Bernie
left home at 6.30am to ride right
across the country to Rykas in
time for the departure! Outstanding
Colin Shonfield & Andy England

Surrey Air Ambulance
Day (Dunsfold)
Sunday 31st May

Sunday 24th May

Ride Leader Estee Lauder

Ride Leaders Colin Shonfeld &
Andy England

It costs over £4,500 per day to
keep the Air Ambulances flying
and we were very pleased to be
able to help them ahead of the
Bisley Rally - from which they
benefit.
Glorious day for a long cruise
through the countryside, though
some heavy traffic required a little
filtering on the way down.

It was with some anticipation but
certainly pride that I was told I had
been put up to be a Road Marshal
with the Hogsback Chapter. Then
came the first planning meeting for
2009 rides.

Estee shares his thought about
becoming a Road Marshal and
leading a ride for the first time.

Before the ride eventuated, the
ride was changed to the Surrey Air
Ambulance Open Day at Dunsfold
Park… (Where???).

So just letting you know, that there
is a bit of work involved in coordinating a ride such as this due
to my lack of local road
knowledge, locations and also the
fact this was an “Event” not just a
Pub Ride.
After numerous phones calls, I
made time to scope the route
down to the location and met the
organisers to discuss logistics of
arrival and what to do and where
to park. This was all fairly straight
forward fortunately, so then I rode
from Dunsfold and back to Rykas
to finalise my chosen route.
All was going well and then the
day arrived! I expected maybe 20
bikes but we had nearly 40! Dik
and Steve were on hand to assist
and tail ends which was great.
So we put our His Vis vests on and
did the speech to everyone
regarding planned attach for the
day. (Only problem was no one
understood a word I said cause
they don’t speak Oztralien!)
We headed out of Rykas and off
through the countryside to regroup at the dealership. All was
going well until I missed the corner
to go via Albury, (Surrey not New
South Wales), so ended up
thinking... “bugger”! So I diverted
and decided to go straight through
the centre of Guildford.

Fortunately not much traffic to
worry about so we paraded
through the centre, makin lots of
noise and waving our Hogsback
Guildford Chapter flags with pride.
At the dealership, we had a 10
minute stop so I could call the Air
Ambulance and give them final
numbers and co-ordinate coming
into airfield.

Roger plays
Newmarket
Saturday 6th June

The pictures tell the story. A quick
stop at the local canal side pub and
we were on our way home.
A good result!Roger Bonnici

Shepperton
Fair & Raft Race
Saturday 13th June

Ride Leader Roger Bonnici
What started out as a damp
miserable morning turned into a
nice little winner.

We then got back on our bikes and
cruised up to the airfield where we
impressed everyone with our
arrival and parking skills! (Not!
Took 20 minutes to line the bikes
up!)
From there it was time for a
meander through the displays,
have a bite to eat and then after an
hour or so head off in our own
directions. Some of us ended up at
the Royal Oak in Holmbury St
Mary for a quick thirst quencher
and then it was time for home.

Ride Leader Dik Gregory
12 Hogsback bikes were joined by
12 more from the Iceni Chapter to
lead a big procession through
Shepperton High Street.

It was odds on favourite that the
weather would improve but the
intrepid three members left the
dealership replete in waterproof
gear in the hope that we would find
sun somewhere on route. It was at
the 'Silver Bull Cafe' on the A10
that we met up with another four
and had a hearty full English
breakfast.

An estimated 8,000 people
attended the Fair and many came
over to see the bikes and chat to
us after we rode into the Arena for
a 30 minute static display.

All in all a great day out, a fantastic
turn out, (thanks everyone), and
now feelin a lot more comfortable
about leadin the rides.
C U on the next one !
Estee Lauder

Things were brightening up, and
from then on we were bathed in
sunshine for the rest of the day. At
Black Bear HD in Newmarket we
met with another two before
heading off to the Harley Monument
in Littleport about 30 minutes away.

Several of us were interviewed on
live Brooklands FM radio and the
sunshine and crowds made this a
great event for us.
Excellent day out.
Dik Gregory

for the Covent Garden crowds.
Outstanding!

Sammy Millers
Sunday 14th June

Graham Woods

Father's Harley
Day (Petworth)
Sunday 21st June

Ladies View
Lady Riders where were you on
this splendid Midnight Run??
Ride Leader Norman Mann

Woody's Midnight
Madness
Saturday 20th June

It is a real adrenaline rush riding
around Central London on a warm
summer’s evening Graham Woods
and road Captains organise it so
well doing the drop offs at strategic
points that you cannot get lost !!
We had photo shoots at
Buckingham Palace and St Paul’s
and when all 33 bikes parked up
on the cobbles in Covent Garden
we really did cause a stir – a real
party atmosphere.

Ride Leader Steve Cork
We returned, by special invitation
of the National Trust, to display
over 30 of our bikes to the adoring
public on Fathers Day at Petworth
House.
Great afternoon with sunshine,
BBQ, entertainment and free entry
to the House for all Harley
participants.

Ride Leader Graham Woods
Over 30 Hogsback bikes followed
Graham up the King’s Road and
roared into the City via
Buckingham Palace, Covent
Garden, St Paul’s Cathedral and
Tower Bridge.

Only shame ladies is that we are
always overdressed with our
leathers and dragging jeans and
the party gals are in their short
party frocks and high heels –
perhaps we can do a theatre run
and join them ??
From Covent Garden over Tower
Bridge where the London Lights
look fantastic and onto a Turkish
Restaurant close to the London
Eye that stays open late and
serves great food.

We saw the sights and the sights
saw us. We finished up at a
fantastic Turkish restaurant right
next to the London Eye - a great
night and an unexpected spectacle

You may not get to bed till 2.00am,
but Ladies you should put it in your
diaries for next summer !!
Ruth Palmer

National Trust Organiser, Jacky
Boyle, told us "As always it was
fantastic to see so many brilliant
Harleys all together. The feedback
we had from our visitors was
fantastic (even the people who did
not know it was on and had just
come to see the House). I hope
you all enjoyed it too and if you
have any feedback from your
members please let me know so
we can make it even better next
year".
Steve Cork

Battistinis or Bust

heels.

Sunday 28th June

sale, I guess if you have to ask
then you can’t afford.
Safe biking everyone
Sue Wise

Ride Leader Andy England
A Sunny Day for a Ride
Woke up and thought yes, it’s
going to be a good day for a ride,
the sun was shining and the
forecast had said it was going to
be nice for most of the day. We
met up with most of the group at
Rykers 9.30.

At ten 9 bikes left for the M27 to
meet up with Steve, Ruth and her
passenger who is the smallest
Lady of Harley that I have seen, at
the service station at Rownhams.

Looking around the car park there
were several customised cars as
well as bikes.
Battistinis was not what I
expected, I thought it would be a
big place, but it is only small and
very clean. (was this really a
workshop?).

There was however a lot to see,
some really nice custom bikes and
guess what ladies, some trade
stalls to spend a bit of cash. You
could even have your helmet
customised with your own design
painted while you wait and then
why not enjoy a burger, ribs or
sausage with a fresh cup of coffee.

A man was riding his Harley along
a California beach when suddenly
the sky clouded above his head
and, in a booming voice, the Lord
said, 'Because you have tried to
be faithful to me in all ways, I will
grant you one wish.'
The biker pulled over and said,
'Build a bridge to Hawaii' so I can
ride over anytime I want.'
The Lord said, 'Your request is
materialistic, think of the enormous
challenges for that kind of
undertaking; the supports required
reaching the bottom of the Pacific
and the concrete and steel it would
take!
It will nearly exhaust several
natural resources. I can do it, but it
is hard for me to justify your desire
for worldly things. Take a little
more time and think of something
that could possibly help mankind.'

After a cup of coffee we were on
our way again heading for
Battistinis near Bournemouth.
Parking on site was limited and the
only space available was at the
pub opposite whose car park was
almost full of bikes already.
(cunning idea of the publican).
Immediately the men enjoyed the
sight that greeted them in the car
park, two lovely young ladies
washing down bikes wearing high

A young up and coming group was
playing some of the music that we
all know. I’m sure they will make it
big one day.
We left to go and see some fellow
biker friends who live in
Bournemouth, leaving the rest of
the group to sample the pubs
delights. I’m sure every one that
went will agree it was an
interesting day.
No prices on the custom bikes for

The biker thought about it for a
long time. Finally, he said, 'Lord, I
wish that I and all men could
understand women; I want to know
how she feels inside, what she's
thinking when she gives me the
silent treatment, why she cries,
what she means when she says
nothing's wrong, why she snaps
and complains when I try to help,
and how I can make a woman truly
happy.'
The Lord replied, 'You want two
lanes or four on that bridge?

My First HOG
Road Trip to
France
I've always had a thirst for
adventure and a panic to fulfil every
living moment, exploring new
places, welcoming every
opportunity with open arms. More
recently I have tried to harness my
enthusiasm, trying to be calmer.
After all, at 35, I am heading
towards my 40’s!

Some highlights of the tour were
riding through the rolling hills and
forests of Normandy; along the
mighty river Loire to stay in a 7th
century monastic Château, nestled
in its own woodland paradise in the
Ardeche region; and a steep
descent down through the passes
of the Gorge du Tarn, running the
length of the Gorge de la Jonte and
crossing the magnificent sky bridge
at Millau.
So, in February, I sold my sports
bike and bought a Harley XL1200L,
with the hopes of changing my
lifestyle to a more respectable
pace, then I booked a Hog touring
ride ''Château, Gorges and
Mediterranean'' with Brettours. I
have just returned from the most
fantastic adventure yet! Thirteen
days of the most awe inspiring
roads, amazing and fast altering
landscapes and magnificent views.
Ron Brett, the owner of Brettours
and Road Captain for this trip, did
an outstanding job of making my
first HOG trip, one to remember.
Heading to the South of France and
back, 2177 miles, 33 people and 20
Harleys, riding across the back
roads and villages, the best
undiscovered roads and staying in
the most luxurious châteaux along
the way.

to yet another Château in the heart
of the Perigord Noir set in an 806
hectare oasis.

Heading northwards, homeward
bound, travelling over plains
through Richard the Lionheart
country, my emotions overwhelm
me. Harleys in front of me, Harleys
in my mirrors, music from the Ultra
Glide riders, I cry, happy
tears, Harley in my heart.
If you are looking for a truly special
holiday, breaking new boundaries,
taking on new ideas and meeting
new people, then Brettours, HOG
Touring rides is definitely for you enjoy, I did!
Staying in a hotel on its very own
island overlooking the
Mediterranean with a Michelin star
rated restaurant was a real treat!
Onward to Carcassonne, a walled
city with a fairytale medieval castle

Alexandra Oliver
Editors Note: You certainly joined
the right Chapter, Alexandra - you
will find lots of opportunities for
doing stuff like this with us!

ANTIBES TO
TADWORTH
A ride to
remember
Having seen Roger Ferris’ article in
the Winter of 2008 issue of HOG
Tales, I just had to pen a few words
about a trip I had in 2007.
I acquired a Fat Boy from a friend
but to collect it, I had to get to his
apartment in Antibes, near Cannes,
France where he had it garaged
and ride it back home to Tadworth,
Surrey. Originally another friend
offered to fly to Nice with me and
we planned a nice slow scenic ride
over a few days back across
France. Unfortunately my friend
blew me out and after flying to Nice
I had to ride back from Antibes on
my own.
I left Antibes at 5.30 pm in lovely
warm weather and intended to ride
for a few hours and find a place to
stay overnight. I had not ridden in
France since I attended the HOG
European rally in June 1997 at
Biarritz so was not used to riding on
the wrong side of the road and the
tolls were no longer free. I had no
screen on the bike and it is hard to
maintain a relatively high speed on
a Fat Boy for mile after mile, as the
wide bars are more suited to low
speed cruising, so my speed rarely
went above 70 mph.
Using the auto-routes I made good
progress. Not wanting to run out of
fuel whilst riding on my own, at
regular intervals I topped up the
tank, which also gave me a break to
stretch my short arms and legs,
which ached more as I headed
north.
As the sun went down, I made good
progress on roads which had
become light of traffic. After sun
down on unlit sections of road it
was pitch black other than where lit
by my single headlight. As the
miles went by I thought about
somewhere to stay but as I was

enjoying the ride I just kept going,
and going, and going. It then
occurred to me that I should just
keep on through the night.
At one fuel stop I met a French
biker from the west coast who was
heading east. He spoke no English
and my French wasn’t good in 1969
when I left school and was a lot
worse now, so we communicated
by signs and map reading. His
advice on the best route round
Paris was really helpful. We shook
hands and parted.
I put on a fleece inside my jacket
but the farther north I went, the
colder it got and I was out of
fleeces. Avoiding the worst of Paris
in the middle of the night was a
breeze and then came the fog and
the rain. Considering I was still in
the same country, the difference
between the south and the north of
France on the same day was
incredible. I could barely see where
I was going. It was dark, freezing,
soaked in the heavy rain and riding
on the wrong side of the road,
looking for the road to the Calais
port. To make things more difficult
my right foot kept vibrating off the
foot board.
Avoiding HGV’s and riding on ever
increasing slippery roads I
eventually arrived at the Calais port.
I got my ticket for the ferry and was
ushered straight on board. I was
aching, soaked and now tired so the
ferry crossing was a welcome rest

but I did not sleep. A warm coffee
was very welcome.
It was daylight when I rode off the
ferry at Dover. On joining the traffic
heading inland, I felt like turning
round and going back. The drivers
in Dover only appeared to see the
end of their bonnet and I was
straight into a traffic jam, the first I
had encountered since I left
Antibes. Those drivers I
encountered in France, where I had
no close calls and received much
courtesy, seemed so much more
aware of their surroundings. In the
South of England everyone seems
to be in such a hurry. Anyway, as I
joined the M20 and M25 just in time
for commuter traffic I had to ride
defensively as usual.
I arrived home in Tadworth, Surrey
(near Epsom Downs) at 10.30 am. I
make that 17 hours and had
covered 860 miles, not including the
width of the English Channel. I still
have my VISA itemised bill showing
the toll receipts and French fuel
stops to prove it, including my last
fuel stop at Folkestone. Not
enough miles to achieve an “iron
butt” award but a ride I will never
forget and have no wish to repeat,
not within 24 hours anyway.
Memories, what memories!!
Mick Palmer

SNOG HOG
takes to the
road!

slip off all of those years ago (I had
been driving without a license for
years and didn’t realise) and
consequently would have to retake
my test at the same time Jayne was
taking hers. GOD how
embarrassing is that I ask you. Well
believe me it gets worse!

Thanks Audra and crew of
Ridesure, you were all brilliant (the
course was excellent and we
passed with only a couple of minor
faults between us!) I couldn’t get the
‘L’ plates off quick enough when we
passed.
But it gets even worse!
Jayne, because we bought the bike
from Steve at Guildford Harley (who
incidentally was also brilliant!) was
awarded membership to the HOG
as a new owner and THEN asked if
she wanted to join the Hogsback
Chapter!

And so it came to pass, well we
both did actually, let me explain:
It is important that first you realise; I
am the husband writing this article
for my dearly beloved, Jayne that is.
Many moons ago I took my
motorcycle test and passed.

Jayne has listed me as her pillion!!!

First was the CBT and with only one
leg I had to ride around at 53 years
of age and 17 stone on a 49cc
scooter whilst Jayne was riding a
125cc Suzuki much to the delight of
Audra at Ridesure, Dunsfold.

It can’t possibly get any worse than
that can it? For Rod it gets a lot
better.
Rod Thomas
New member Jayne Thomas,
proud owner of the SNO9 HOG

On the aerodrome track I was
overtaken by some pratt in a white
suit with white helmet driving a
Mercedes McLaren (Stigg comes to
mind) clearly he was not as bigger
Pratt as the 17stone ancient
mariner on his 49cc scooter
billowing smoke at the strain of it all!
And I’m not talking about the
scooter.

Well, having ridden around on my
imitation Harley (Virago 1000} for
years I got into a bit of trouble with
a paraglider and lost my left leg.
The bike went and life changed for
a while until I met Jayne. We now
sail – not fly and we decided that
we would both rejoin the ranks of
the mid-life crisis brigade;
incidentally our kids call it “The end
of life crisis” and get bikes. We have
tried to correct the kids but they
won’t have any of it!
Of course like all of your doting
husbands I dipped deep into my
pockets and bought Jayne a Harley
Iron
In organising Jayne’s lessons; I
realised that I had never sent MY

Can you believe it gets even worse!

Welcome to the

Then we progressed to the ‘Direct
Access Course’ and I eventually
took possession (for a brief
moment) of “Jayne’s” Harley which,
I had converted to hand gear shift
because of my lack of important
body parts! Jayne jumped onto a
500cc machine and off we went. Of
course we both had ‘L’ plates on but
my shame was definitely greatest –

HOGSBACK CHAPTER

A Harley with ‘L’ plates!!!.
After several fun days of training
our teacher Trevor finally took us up
to Newlands Corner and we met
with the ‘biker boys’ for coffee as a
pre-curser to the exam! The only
Harley to be seen in Surrey with L
plates and I’m on it!

So what does Rod ride?
A very nice piece of kit from BBW
(No not Bavaria, but Connecticut! BBW = Bourget Bike Works )

Chapter
Features in
‘mini’ Art
House Movie
Picture the scene; I am hurtling
down a leafy country lane, perched
on the back of a gleaming Harley
Davidson 'Road King', the wind is
slapping against my face and I am
sporting a smile so wide that it
could have filled the view of both
wing mirrors.
You see before
this experience,
I had never
been out on a
bike before. I
hadn't even so
much as sat on
one and the
sheer novelty of
the experience
was truly
overwhelming.

piece that related to my chosen field
of study and so I decided that I
would have a go at filming a short
documentary.
Whilst driving home one evening I
passed the Harley Davidson
dealership in Guildford and was
enlightened to the existence of the
H.O.G organisation. The bikes, the
lifestyle, it all instantly appealed and
I knew that I’d found my subject.
My aim was to produce a short
documentary and with my new
found subjects the adventure could
begin. I would have to condense
my experiences with the chapter
into fewer than five minutes,
attempting to portray and explain

I could comment for hours upon the
final edit; however the best remark I
can state is that I have attempted to
keep it as true to the chapter (and
the bikes) as possible.
No technology has been used to
'smooth' bumpy footage, retaining
what I feel is a true portrayal of
Harley ride. It's loud, it's bumpy, it's
a sensory overload, but those
elements add to the wonderful
experience. If it was a sterile,
smooth, quiet ride, where would the
excitement be?
So, as I was saying earlier; I am
hurtling down a leafy country lane,
perched on the back of a gleaming
Harley Davidson 'Road King', the

I’m sure
everyone
remembers the
first time they
travelled on a
Harley and I can
safely say that
mine will be an
experience that
stays with me
for a long time.
I have been following the Chapter
for a couple of months (a young lad
with a video camera and far too
many questions) and from my pointof-view, the members of the
Hogsback Chapter have been the
perfect subjects. You have all been
welcoming, understanding and
some of the nicest individuals I
have ever had the pleasure of
meeting.
I approached the Chapter a while
ago, stating that I was a student
studying on an art course in
Farnham. In order to progress onto
a degree in 'Digital Screen Arts' I
was required to produce a final

the thrill and excitement of a
motorcycle ride. Layered over this
visual experience, I also wanted to
add an audio narrative, exploring
partly what the chapter is about,
why it is people are drawn to Harley
Davidson motorcycles and also try
to somewhat diminish a wide
misconception that all bikers are
'troublemakers'.
There were individuals whom upon
me stating that I was going to follow
bikers for my project, instantly
spoke of 'being careful' getting
involved with the 'Hell's Angels'. It
was these kinds of remarks that I
wanted to put an end to.

wind is slapping against my face,
and I am loving every minute of it.
It truly was an absolute pleasure to
ride amongst the Hogsback Chapter
and I cannot thank you each and
every one of you enough. Would I
do it all again? Without a shadow of
a doubt.
Ross Etherton

Chocolate Soldier

into my bag!
Onto the Bikers Loft, our accommodation for the weekend!
I couldn’t believe you could actually park your bikes inside,

Bruges – 2nd-4th May
Fabulous 3 days mooching through Belgium, munching on
chocolate, masticating on mussels and chips, marvelling at
the unique Motocycle Loft Motel and generally having a
great time.
The weather was very kind to us and 18 Hogsback bikes
did the usual awesome entrance to Bruges central square,
as well as taking in the sea air over an ice cream at
Ostende and cruising down wonderful coast on the return
leg.
Great ride,
Keith

My Trip To Bruges
Day 1
4.00am I awake to the annoying sound of Nick’s alarm, I
think to myself “Oh how I wish I had another hour”. All
packed up and ready to go, we set off on our travels to the
Eurotunnel to meet the rest of the Hogsback gang. Half
way down the M11 we stop, at this point Nick explains he
had cocked up the timing and we could have left an hour
later than we did. After the red mist cleared we set off to
the tunnel. We make it to the tunnel with time to spare, this
time was used up by me getting my own back on Nick by
testing every perfume in the duty free shop.
We met up again on French soil at the first Total garage
after the Tunnel, for a pain au chocolate and a café au lait.
It’s an amazing buzz when you see every one on their
bikes together and you are part of it.

literally outside your bedroom door, at least we knew our
bikes were safe! The bar area kind of reminded me of
being a student with a pool table, crazy stuff on the walls,
and lots of BEER!
We picked up our keys, got a beer in then sat outside in the
sun, we had the fortunate experience of watching Golly
gobble raw fish whilst standing on chair for all to see,
everyone watching with a look of either amazement or
horror! I’m sure I heard a few gags coming form Nick’s
direction.

We had a couple of hours to spare before dinner, so some
of us went to unwind with a nap, others carried on drinking.

Once every one had filled their bikes and bellies it was time
to head of in the direction of Ypres, on the way there I
thought I would try out my brilliant filming skills whilst on the
bike. It looked so cool all of us sweeping through the
French and Belgium countryside together. I tried to capture
the action with some inspired filming behind me, only to
realize I had made a great promotional film for Roof
helmets. We arrive at Ypres at lunchtime and have a nice
lunch in a café on the square. Its quite a strange feeling
when people on the street wave and stop to take
photographs its almost like being famous I Loved It!
We gathered at 2.30 to head to the chocolate factory I was
so excited to fulfill my dream as Charlie but Willy turned out
to be a woman. I was overcome with the smell of
chocolate, it was very interesting to find out how each little
piece was made, although we found out that the chocolate
wasn’t actually made in this factory, it was bought and then
melted down…isn’t that cheating? We had a taster, after
that I was unaware of any cheating and wrapped up in the
blissful taste of Belgium chocolate, a couple of boxes went

Dinner at the bikers loft was an interesting operation, it was
called “look and cook” - simple, you picked what you
wanted from the fridge, each item was priced, then you
cooked it in the marvelous stainless steel kitchen with lots
of microwaves, I was fascinated by the amazing cow print
wall! I went for the easiest option… soup; it was already
cooked so I saved myself the embarrassment of showing

everyone my terrible cooking skills.

tits”?

Getting ready for the nights events, I started off with the
lovely Leffe blond, my first time and I’d found a new best
friend!

I wanted to see the Salvador Dali museum so I left the guys
to talk about their bikes. It was really interesting, I’m a big
fan of Dali and it was good to see some of his work, the
sculptures were amazing.

The entertainment for the evening was a live band; I think
the only word to describe them would be “interesting”?
In the first half they appeared in what looked like 70’s
outfits, they had an array of costume changes, wigs,
glasses, hats etc, I couldn’t decide whether two of them
were lovers or they were just very fond of each other…. It
didn’t help that the one that looked like he’d had too much
red bull looked like Graham Norton. As you scanned across
the room you could see all of the hard-core bikers
exchanging very confused glances, it began when they
started singing! “This isn’t Rock and Roll!”
As the evening went on and more drinks were consumed,
the music suddenly started to sound ok, it was enhanced
by Sharon, Danielle and Tanya showing off their brilliant
skills as backing dancers/singers!
Nick tried to show off his manliness by having a go of the
punching machine, he was ok, but I thought I could do
better…. step aside, watch the expert…punch the thing, go
flying past it and almost fall flat on her face…. perfect!
We all enjoyed a good boogie, we even got Keith up, much
to our surprise, and he had a smile on his face.
All partied out and very inebriated it was time for bed!
Day 2 - Off to Bruges
It took about an hour and half to get to Bruge from the loft,
as we were riding through the streets, kids were waving,
we pulled into the main square, it was incredible, we
parked up in front of the bell tower which is featured in the
film “In Bruge”, I was quite excited about that even if I didn’t
understand the film at all!

We made our way back to the loft where some of us
decided to make an afternoon trip to Ostende. It’s a really
nice place, and it was nice to see the sea, we discovered
whilst walking along the front a few of the shops sold pirate
flags for 3 Euros. From that moment on we were the
Ostende pirates! With our flags attached tightly to our bikes
we made our way back for dinner.
We all decided to eat out on the second evening at a
restaurant just down the road from the loft, yet we still went
on the bikes, I had the pleasure of sitting on the back of
Dik’s Ultra Glide Classic, it was like sitting in a big armchair
that I could quite easily fall asleep in, I’m not sure the
owner was expecting us lot to turn up, they were a bit
flustered but handled it well, the food was really nice, I
wasn’t feeling that
hungry so I asked if I
could have a salad,
when it came out my
eyes nearly popped out
of my head,
it was a salmon salad
that would feed at least
3 people! As the
waitress passed me the salad, I noticed on top little things
that resembled maggots, I was frightened, I ate my way
around them until she caught me trying to brush them to
the side, she then informed me that they were hand picked
shrimps that English people didn’t really like, I then had a
sudden feeling of guilt so I scooped up a big pile and
shoved them in my mouth! All I could think was “ oh my
God I’m eating maggots!”

Day 3 and time to go home !
The ride back to the tunnel was really nice, we went along
the coast and stopped at a little café, I thought Sharon was
going to take over their jobs as the waitresses got so
confused with our orders, Nick asked for a steak sandwich
and got what was kind of a paste, maybe fish paste oozing
out of the roll, I ate mine without complaint,
whilst Nick whined like a little baby!
We had a couple of hours to roam around so we sat for a
while and had coffee, we then went for a wonder by the
river, it was so beautiful, the sun was shining, people were
riding around on horse and carriage, there were boat rides
available, there were lots of little stalls that had handmade
jewellery for sale, wooden swords and shields.
We stopped at a little restaurant and had steak and chips
and another Leffe! We got an ice cream on our way back
to the bikes, with a short stop to buy some more chocolate,
Nick using his best Flemmish “can I have some chocolate

As a first timer, I really enjoyed this trip, I’d
recommend it to anyone, everyone is so
lovely and very welcoming, Hogsback is a
great group to be part of.

Amy Davies

“It’s a kinda magic”
“Well”, Nigel said, “I have a supa
dupa new SatNav, we don’t have to
worry about maps or getting lost – I
just punch in the destination and hey
presto!”
Great, we said, can we just suggest
roughly which route we would like to
go?
“No problem – I just punch it in, and
hey presto!”

the way if you want to go to France
the afternoon before a long trip to
save time the next day. They have a
courtyard with a covered part where
you can park the bikes). The idea
was to get to Rüdesheim at about
4.00 pm. However, we did not
remember that as soon as
somebody switches on their SatNav,
it results in paralysis of their brain.
So, for all you Navies out there –
here are some rules you should
remember about SatNavs:
Rule No. 1 - SatNavs make you
blind.
Well, blind to any road signs that
may have been put up by people
who are in the know. If the SatNav
says go right and the sign says go
left – you follow the SatNav –
naturally. This may send you on the
shortest route, (if that is what you
programmed in), but you may miss
all the nice bendy picturesque lanes.
But hey – there are more bendy
roads in one’s life, so what if you
miss a few!

Our destination was the Magic Rally
in Rüdesheim in Germany. There
are of course many roads that lead
to Rüdesheim, but with a SatNav –
no problem. So safe in the
knowledge that with Nigel and his
SatNav in the lead, Anne, Alan,
Nigel, Mike, Ernst and I met at
Clackets on a dull and rainy
Wednesday afternoon.
What is it about SatNavs and men?
I know rumour has it that women
can’t read maps, but there is
something quite adventurous about
setting off in the general direction of
your destination and finding it
despite all kinds of obstacles in your
way. And sadly, there is no longer
the need for any interaction with the
local people… “Ou est la route a …”
or “Wo geht’s nach…” or “Donde
esta la Hotel ….” have become firm
favourites over the years, but are no
longer useful.
Anyway, we set off from the Ibis
Hotel in St Omer (a great stop off, by

Also, if you programme in the towns
you want to go to (or by-pass, rather)
you end up outside the station of
every town you were supposed to go
round, getting stuck behind lorries,
garbage trucks, cyclists, grannies
with prams and so on in the process
– losing valuable drinking time at
your destination.
As a result it took us a lot longer to
get through France and to Belgium
than we anticipated. Did anybody
say SatNavs get you to your
destination more quickly, well it’s a
lie!

surprised that we wussies wanted to
put our water proofs on. We found
out later that he didn’t have any rain
gear with him, so if he got wet, we
may as well all get soaked –
solidarity among bikers and all that!
Rule No. 3 - SatNavs make you
an obedient servant.
Men seem to follow the SatNav
instructions come hell or high water!
No arguments, no – “later, dear, I’m
reading the papers”, no “can’t you
do it yourself, I’m busy”. Now this is
something I can relate to. I am
thinking perhaps us women should
exploit this. How about a SatNav for
the man around your house?
Imagine what would happen in the
morning – “Exit the bedroom, turn
right and follow the stairs down,
take the first exit and enter the
kitchen, bear right, you have
reached your destination – now
empty the dish washer!”
Or when your loved one is trying to
sneak off into the garage yet again,
to kiss his bike and polish chrome
for two hours: “Do a U-turn, DO A
U-TURN!! Exit the garage, turn right
and then straight ahead. Enter the
garden shed. You have reached
your destination. Now remove the
lawn mower and cut the grass.
Brilliant – and the best thing is, they
won’t argue, moan or refuse, they
just happily follow the SatNav!

Rule No. 2 - SatNavs make you
think you are impervious to rain.
The raingear was safely strapped to
my luggage ready to slip into when
the first drops descended on my
helmet. That was the plan, anyway.
However, since the SatNav didn’t
say: “stop and put your rain gear on”
– we went on and on and on and got
thoroughly soaked. I finally had
enough and stopped under a bridge
– a little late to stay dry, but since the
rain became more torrential, it was
worth it. Nigel seemed to be

We did get to Rüdesheim despite
the SatNav, a few hours later than

planned, but still in time to have a
few beers and German sausages.
We stayed at a lovely, tranquil
campsite, called the Pony Hof. It
was about 10 minutes taxi ride from
the rally site, but there were shuttle
buses to take us there and back.
There was only one more tent
pitched when we arrived, probably
something to do with the wet and
cold weather, but luckily the next
couple of days proved quite warm
and sunny and more bikers turned
up. Jake, our friend from
Switzerland, had arrived with his
side car and had already lined up
the beers and a large bottle of
Slivovitz (very strong schnapps
made from plums) which his father
in law distils. We met Jake in 1996
at our first HOG rally in Rotterdam
and we have remained firm friends
ever since, meeting up at least once
a year at various rallies. That’s what
HOG friendship is all about. He told
us that if it hadn’t been for us, he
would have given up biking by now.
We had tears in our eyes when he
said that!
The Magic Rally was very well
organised, it was on a site on the
outskirts of Rüdesheim right next to
the Rhine. There was a trader
village selling the usual stuff, a
custom bike show and a parade on
the Saturday. The ride along the
Rhine was truly spectacular – with
medieval castles precariously stuck
on top of sheer rocks. Among them
the legendary Lorelei which rises up
almost vertically to 145 yards above
the water-level. Downstream the
river is squeezed into its narrowest
and deepest point, which used to be

very difficult to navigate. Reefs and
rapids made it extremely dangerous
for ships to pass this point. Legend
tells us, that a siren called "Lorelei"
bewitched the hearts of the sailors
and when they looked up to the
rock, their boat crashed and they
sank. They obviously didn’t have
SatNav!!!

into the arms of Harley fraternity,
sometimes looking totally
bewildered.
We set off home on Sunday
morning, this time nothing could go
wrong as we were just going on the
motorway through Belgium, which
Nigel assured us the SatNav could
cope with. We did decide to take
the picturesque ride along the
Rhine from Rüdesheim to Koblenz
and join the motorway there. Now,
filling up with petrol the day before
so that we can just set off and not
worry about it would have been the
sensible thing to do. But “don’t
worry”, Nigel said, “my SatNav has
all the petrol stations marked and
there is one just 10 miles down the
road”. Just as well, as Mike’s petrol
gauge said he could do about 11.
This should have rung alarm bells,
but we had forgotten
Rule No. 4 – When you rely on
your SatNav don’t forget to pack a
snorkel!

Three venues provided the music
including the Spencer Davis Group
(without Spencer Davis, obviously)
and DJ Ötzi, who had a hit a few
years ago with ‘Hey Baby’ and
brought the house down. We spent
most of our evenings in the Train
Station, though. Not because we
were waiting for a train, but the
huge waiting room had been
transformed into a bar with a small
stage and some blinding bands.
One of them was a North American
Indian ‘Joe Cherokee’ who played
from about 7.00 pm until 3 am. He
was terrific. Alan insisted that he
played Hotel
California
and got the
whole
audience to
sing along.
From time to
time a
passenger
train stopped
to let out
passengers,
who were
noisily
welcomed

Well, we set off reassured that we
would be able to fill up shortly. But
where was the petrol station?? We
went on and on and on … luckily
Harley-Davidson petrol gauges are
not very accurate, but I could see
Mike glancing at his milometer in
shorter and shorter intervals. 45
miles later – we spotted a tiny petrol
station and with a huge sigh of relief
we filled up. Nigel’s face was a
picture of disappointment – his
SatNav had let him down - again!
Further investigation revealed that
there was indeed a petrol station –
ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE
RIVER! And since there were no
bridges between Rüdesheim and
Koblenz, it would have been a bit
difficult to get there – unless you
have packed a snorkel, of course.
The Magic Rally was great, very well
organised, the natives were friendly,
the surroundings beautiful, beer and
sausages plentiful – and it can be
reached in a day. WE WILL BE
BACK – with or without SatNav!
Vera Sommer & her Moggy

FRISKY FRENCH
FROLICS
th

th

12 -14 June
Bonjour tout le monde!!
On Friday 12th June Roger and
Andy took a motley crew of eight
bikes on a sunshine filled trek
through the idyllic roads of
Normandy, on an invasion of the
sleepy town of Caudebec-en-Caux
by the river Seine.

toll road, then arrival at our hotel in
Caudebec-en-Caux, our base for
the next two days, with magnificent
views over the river Seine.
Refreshed by some local ale and a
glorious warm breeze, the evening
was a gastronomic sensation
courtesy of the hotel Chef. Many
courses and numerous glasses of
wine later most chose to round off
the evening at a bar in the
neighbouring square. A great
evening made even more special by
the fact that Roger and Tracey were
celebrating their anniversary!

Check out the Fred Flintstone
themed Harley from the Dealership
car park!

A suitable table was found by the
River that night before the call of
the bars beckoned. Here lies a
cautionary tale.
If you insist on turning the music up
in the bar and start dancing in the
streets the locals fight back, and
Andy was mortally (slightly)
wounded by a clothes peg thrown
from the 3rd floor by a French nonmusic lover !! At this point the bar
owner hastily decided to call it a
night and so we all, reluctantly,
returned to the hotel to get some
rest.

After a rather bracing and VERY
early start on the Friday morning,
we headed under the Channel to
meet up with Dave, Tina, Dell and
Wendy who had succumbed to
Moules and Frites the previous
night. Well, they managed to avoid
meeting up at Clacket Lane
Services at the unimaginable time
of 04:30 (!!).

Day 2 saw us off for a morning ride
to the historic city of Rouen, the
capital of Normandy. Passing
through many pretty villages and
crossing the Seine by ferry, we
arrived in the city centre eager to
seek out a good restaurant for
lunch.

With the customary re-fuel, coffee
and croissants stop behind us we
set off along the coastal road
through Wimereux in glorious
sunshine, with a fine view of the
towering white cliffs of Dover.
First stop was an alfresco lunch in
Abbeville at a café situated in the
shadow of the magnificent gothic
church of St. Vulfran.
Lunch was followed by more
deserted roads, a dash down the

After an extended and highly
enjoyable lunch it was off to visit the
Legend 76 Dealership, who made
us very welcome.

Day 3 and there were more than a
few late starters that morning! So,
back on the road, we began our
return ride to Calais. The return leg
consisted of undulating, winding
roads through the countryside, a
great stop in Abbeville at the only
open bistro in town, and a rapid
dash north to Calais to catch the
train back to old blighty.
A fantastic weekend: great riding
and terrific company. Here’s to the
next one.
A bientot mes amis!
Dave Whittle

HOG mini Rally
@ St Tropez
th

th

7 -10 May
The start of the trip to the St Tropez
rally got off to a worrying start with a
rabbit committing suicide on
Normans Fat boy within 10 miles of
home, blood, guts and snot
everywhere which would have made
me sick if I was not more concerned
with wetting myself at the sight of
him trying to clean it up without
getting it on him..

more about romancing Golly alone who knows but perhaps he can be
persuaded to write an article about
it?
The first night for Norman, Gwen &
Dell was spent outside Orleans
followed by a day of uneventful fast
riding to get through the more boring
flat bit of France to Le Puy which is a
gem of a town just where it starts
getting into the bigger hills and twisty
roads.

Wendy up can be very slow due to
congestion but time it right and it’s a
cracker of a ride with tight bends a
good smooth surface and the blue
sea right next to you whilst you twist
and turn up and down cliff edges
from village to village. With Wendy
on the back it’s back to being
punched in the kidneys for going too
fast or daring to overtake a milk floatha happy days.
The rally is located within the
grounds of a vast holiday site with
accommodation from camping to
caravans, log cabins on the beach
and mobile homes 2 of the latter
being the homes for the Hogsback
group for 4 days of intensive
partying.

Le Puy

Norman removing rabbit remains from what
was a shiny clean Fat Boy

The plan was for Norman & Gwen
along with Dell to take the
Newhaven/Dieppe ferry then meet
Cliff and Golly (who were on the
Bruges run) West of Paris then the
trio to ride over the southern Alps
down to the rally, Dell to pick up
Wendy from Nice airport and Dave
riding up from Spain made up the
Hogsback initial group.

The plans went astray with Cliff
deciding to route down the east of
France to the south coast was this
due to Norman winding him up about
the roads we were to take or was it

The town should be a stop off if any
one is going that way. The old
streets and Cathedral are
surrounded by the hills and in the
town volcanic pyres hundreds of feet
tall have statues on the top and on
one a church. A beer or two
followed by walking up to the church
got the blood flowing around sore
bits again.
The next morning the riding got more
interesting with higher hills turning
into mountains, a mixture of fast
bends, slower 180 degree switch
backs and fantastic scenery.
The night was spent in a medieval
town called Aups again a great place
to explore with tiny ally ways and
cobbled streets all the better
accompanied with the sound of other
Harleys passing through on the way
to the rally. The hotel Grand our
place of rest is best described as
having more character than luxury
and Gwen upon entering the hotel
thought it too dark to stay in until it
was pointed out she had her
sunglasses on - even she got to like
it.
Next morning an hour and half ride
along some great (though
sometimes congested roads) saw us
at the rally site and the rest of the
group arriving through out the day.
The coast road to Nice to pick

“Its night time Golly the shops are shut”

Sharing one of these is not only air
conditioned luxury but also as cheap
as camping. Much drink was
consumed (too much by a certain
lady) Norm & Dave’s infamous Bar B
Q skills were on display, inheritances
squandered on bizarre biker gear at
the many stalls and at the beach
where the bands played you would
have been proud of the chapter
members dancing prowess which
would have had children disowning
their parents.

It’s the Hogsback patch that attracts the chicks

The usual custom shows, demo runs
(which we took advantage of) and
massive ride out, along with visits to

St Tropez marina and the interesting
Port Grimaud town added to the fun.

The first task was to ride across the
Millau Bridge (the bridge in the
clouds) a fantastic structure though
probably more impressive to look at
than ride on in a strong wind. Then
hit the road for a couple of hundred
miles to the Limoges area with an
overnight in a lovely cottage B&B in
a small village.

Chapter members who may have been drinking!

On the demo they didn’t mention taking Julian
Cleary along

The Rally was over on Sunday but
the adventure continued so a good
bye to Dave who hopped on the
Sportster to do some work in Spain
on the way back. The first day was
spent travelling to and through the
French Grand Canyon, a spectacular
mountain area with an impressively
big canyon system.
A ride through province region and
the Midi Pyrenees was a mix of
beautiful poppy strewn fields, hills
and gorge type passes to over night
in Millau. After the ladies yet again
led the men astray in the towns bars
one of which the men noted was
very welcoming to us guys and its
back to the nightly chapter snoring
competition then we awoke to a gray
day.

Millau Bridge on a gray day

The first rain of the trip cleared the
next morning to yet another hot
sunny day and a sobering visit to the
village of Oradour-sur-Glane where
in 1944 the whole population was
massacred by Nazi troops and the
village has been preserved as it was
found on that day a very eerie
experience wandering the streets.

off and touching the live fence. If
she jumps its live of course – what a
gentleman he truly is.
Off home in the rain with a stop at
Legend 76 the Harley dealer in
Rouen.
They were preparing for a LOH day
and the Hogsback girls
demonstrated their fitness by
successfully getting a Sportster
which had been laid on its side back
on its wheels (some thing them
French girlies failed to do).

We covered just under 2000 miles in
11 days and in the most part avoided
motorways.
Generally great weather apart from
the last day particularly in England
where is rained so hard we were
doing 30mph on the motorway.
The rally is an event which displays
the very best of what HOG is about
(apart from the price of the beer) in a
fabulous location there is a great
atmosphere with thousands of
Harleys, lots to do and many old and
new friends to meet and party with.

The spirits soon rise though when
you hit that starter button and it’s off
again with Norman demonstrating
how if by putting avoid motorways in
your GPS can result in going through
the centre of Paris in rush hour.

It’s a long ride to get there but some
great roads and wonderful places to
see, so much so we are going to do
it all again next year and will be
exploring proposing it as a bigger
club run to the chapter – Norman
warm up that GPS matey.

We all now have a gold medal in
filtering through traffic and swearing
at French motorists who despite the
manufacturers fitting mirrors to their
cars seem completely ignorant of
their purpose.
The last night was spent with friends
outside Paris who supplied bed, food
and drink during which Cliff
impressed all with the story of how
he kindly gets Golly to check the
electric fence around the hen house
every evening by taking her shoes

Dell Evans

Czes speaks with Dave
Lyons who talks of his
passion for bikes, and
about the one with a
famous previous owner!

When I retired in 2007, I purchased the 1985 Sportster
for a project to idle away my freedom from work. The
previous owner (and of course the log book!) confirmed
that the actor, Nick Berry (Heartbeat fame amongst
other shows) once owned the bike.

Since the age of around 12 years, I developed a passion
for motor bikes and motor cycling. I was an assistant in
a relative’s shop and discovered a BSA Bantam out the
back. It was that find that really kicked off the passion
for motorcycling.

Various modifications appear to have been made to the
Sportster, I am sure, as it is quicker than it should be.
The modern Sporsters are so much more refined than
the Iron Head – especially when it comes to the
vibrations (which keep me fit!!!).

Over the years, I have owned various bikes – Bianchi,
Capriolo, Honda and many Triumphs. Eventually motor
cars took over once I married!
th

Then on my 60 birthday, my good pal, Owen Miles,
arranged a day on a Sportster and that kicked off the
earlier passions!

I am glad I joined the Hogsback Chapter - super bunch
of people who are becoming friends.

So – I gave in to them and purchased my first Harley – a
Sportster Custom which I rode with pride for a couple of
years, until I switched to the Dyna Glide.

Dave Lyons

Proudly Present
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Live Music ~ The Pleasers
F ree Camping / Showers
Ride in Custom Show
Chapter Challenge Games
Food & Trade Stalls
Sunday Rideout
www.redrosechapter.com

Booking Form
Please send me ______ tickets @ £10 each

Camping Required

Name:

__________________

H.O.G.® No:

______________

Tel No:

__________________

Chapter / Club

______________

Address:

__________________
__________________

YES / NO

ALL GUESTS MUST BE SPONSORED BY A H.O.G.® MEMBER
PLEASE SEND COMPLETED FORM WITH SA E & CHEQUE PAYABLE TO R E D R OSE C H AP T E R TO

Wake the Lakes Rally
c/o Preston Harley-Davidson, West Strand Road
Preston, PR1 8UY

